LIST OF BOOKS ON python

(Available in the Central Library)

How to recommend a book?
You may recommend the books by filling out recommendation forms available on the website (https://library.iitd.ac.in/book-recommendation) or through online recommendation system (https://library.iitd.ac.in/obrs or https://internal.iitd.ac.in/library/) using your Kerberos id and password.


519.62:62 KIU-N 158957 | CL


681.3.06P KUL-N 174059-174060 | CL; CSE


531.01:681.3.06 KUL-C 174695-174696 | CL; PH


53:681.3.06P LAN-C 172064 | CL


681.3.06P LAN-P 166116 | CL


681.3.06P:51 LIN-P 175739 | CL


681.3.06P NEC-D BB76482-BB76486 | BB
   681.3.06P NEC-D 173881-173885 | TB

   66:004.41 -INT 177272 | CL

   681.3.06P MIL-P 174009-174011 | TB

   551.1/.4:681.3.06P PET-I 175497 | CL

   681.3 -ADV 176588 | CL

   303.1:681.3 REY-I HU2723 | HSS

   303.1:681.3 REY-I 173600 | HSS
681.3.06P UCO-I 164772; 165025 | CL; CSE

681.3.06P UNP-P 171474 | CL

532.59:681.3.06 VIS-P 175087 | CL
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